


2017: The Biggest Year 
In Horror History

We tracked horror’s rise at the box office over the decades. This year, led by “It” and “Get 

Out,” really has outpaced all others.
- By Mekado Murphy Oct. 26, 2017
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Apocalypse əˈpa ̈kəˌlips (noun)

1. The complete final destruction of the world, as described in the biblical book of Revelation.

2. A widespread rise of zombies hostile to human life engages in a general assault 

on civilization.

3. A potent and onerous strain of marijuana that has medicinal effects powerful enough to 

keep you invisible from zombies.

APOCALYPSE



Synopsis
Adam, Miles and Mari seem like your typical college stoners. They play Call of Duty, would rather smoke weed than go to parties, and have a grow 
lab in the basement of their college-town house. However, Adam’s new creation is anything but typical. Ironically dubbed Apocalypse, Adam has just 
created a strain of weed so potent, it camouflages anyone who smokes it from the aggressive zombies that have just hit their town. The only 
problem is...they think smoking any kind of marijuana will keep them safe.

The trio, along with Nikki and Cassandra (Adam’s crush and Miles’ girlfriend) head to Cassandra’s parent’s cabin outside of town for refuge where 
they run into Chad and Brad (Nikki’s hotheaded ex and his friend). The group are only able to spend one peaceful night before Brad is attacked and 
killed. He wasn’t smoking Apocalypse.

Once Adam and the group realize their mistake, they set off on a mission to reclaim they remaining Apocalypse plants that were left in Adam’s 
basement. Adam, Miles and Mari make the risky departure, leaving the girls and Chad in the safety of the cabin with the remaining marijuana.

A car crash leaves the three in dire circumstances. When Grayson, a kooky woodsman, saves them and brings them to his cabin, our kids realize 
quickly that death by zombies might be a whole lot better that what Grayson has in store for them. Luckily, Nikki and Cassandra bust in right in time, 
saving their boys and Mari from the clutches of Grayson.

Unfortunately, Chad, who ran off shortly after his friend died, has beaten our heroes to the basement and is in control of all the Apocalypse plants. 
Foiled offensives and epic zombie battles ensue before determining if Adam and his friends have what it take to survive the Apocalypse and save the 
world from a zombie takeover.
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Cast Wishlist
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Jonathon Trent
Throughout his career spanning over fifteen years in the entertainment 
industry, Jonathon has worked with a wide array of industry 
professionals including Michael Bay, Cher and Sam Rockwell. 

Most of his career has been spent in front of the camera, however, 
Jonathon has developed a great network of actors, producers, and 
directors that have mentored him, giving him a unique ability to 
understand all aspects of filmmaking. Some of his most notable acting 
credits are Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen, Burlesque, The O.C., 
Cold Case, and CSI:NY, along with independent cult films like Boy 
Culture, Downstream, Alone with Her, Addicted to Her Love, and Making 
Change. 

Jonathon has also put his education behind the camera to use writing, 
producing, directing, and editing several short films on shoestring 
budgets. Outside of acting, Jonathan has been able to grow a beautiful 
family, purchase and flip homes, start a business renting RV’s and create 
a very popular and financially rewarding acting class. 
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Franco Sama
PRODUCTION TEAM

Independent feature film producer Franco Sama boasts a remarkable and extensive history in public speaking, public 
relations and a nearly two decades of independent film development, production and financing experience.

Sama has Executive Produced and/or produced an impressive array of over twenty (20) successful independent 
feature films including most notably, “Guns, Girls and Gambling” starring Gary Oldman, Christian Slater and Dane 
Cook which is now a cult favorite; this film was released into theatres and acquired a worldwide distribution deal 
from Universal Pictures.  

Other films Sama has produced include; “Black Limousine” starring David Arquette and Vivica Fox, “Tooth and Nail” 
starring Michael Madsen and Vinnie Jones, and "Paid" starring Corbin Bernsen and Tom Conti.  Sama also serves as 
Executive Producer on the film festival darling “Petunia” starring Thora Birch, Brittany Snow and Academy Award 
winner Christine Lahti.  

His shingle “Samaco Films, LLC”, which is headquartered in the Penthouse Suite at 1055 West 7th Street in Downtown, 
Los Angeles, is currently financing and producing a slate of several independent feature films, including three 
psychological thrillers “Stockholm”, Séance, and Alexis Colette”.

In addition, Sama is also a highly sought after public guest speaker having launched his hugely popular film financing 
and distribution forum program “Finance Indie Road Map”, otherwise known as “The F.I.R.M.” which is designed 
specifically to educate and assist first and second time filmmakers in their quest to develop, fund, produce and 
release their first feature film(s). 

In his constant effort to seek out and educate and assist new filmmakers, Sama travels the country educating 
emerging filmmakers on the business of film funding and was honored to be the keynote speaker and guest panelist at 
the V.I.P. Film Summit held in Washington D.C. in August 2018. 

Sama also serves on the Board of Directors for the non-profit organization New Filmmakers, L.A.
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Market Place

The horror genre has long been one of the easiest genres of film to 

see a hefty return on. It rests above all other genres in profitability 

for several reasons: popularity, universal comprehension (horror has 

no language barrier) and affordability (horror films are the cheapest 

to produce).

A fifteen year study by The Numbers, one of the most credible 

sources of film data, shows that almost 80% of horror films broke 

even at the box-office while 20% of horror films made six times 

their budgets; compared to about half of that for the next popular 

genre, romantic comedy. These figures do not factor in 

DVD/BluRay sales, foreign territory buyouts, and VOD revenue. 

Very little data can be accurately collected from these forums. There 

are no requirements for distribution companies to post data on New 

Media returns. 
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Target Audience

Weed vs. Zombies has a very concentrated and loyal audience. The subject 
matter and themes are perfectly targeted to a young and hip demographic: 
college students, millennials, horror buffs and the booming marijuana 
community. The most advantageous element to making a film for these 
audiences is the amount of media they consume on a daily basis. A 2014 
Wall Street Journal study shows that millennials rack up 18 hours of media 
per day. A 2015 survey conducted by Business Insider shows the breakdown 
off the streaming services used while stating that only 3% of millennials 
(ages 18-34) claimed they did not use any type of streaming service.
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Budget Gross

$23.6MM (estimated) $76.5MM (U.S.)

Summary
A shy student trying to reach his family in Ohio, a gun-toting tough guy trying to find 
the last Twinkie, and a pair of sisters trying to get to an amusement park join 
forces to travel across a zombie-filled America. 

Similar Films
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Budget Gross
$5MM (estimated) $30MM (worldwide)

Summary
A man decides to turn his moribund life around by winning 
back his ex-girlfriend, reconciling his relationship with his 
mother, and dealing with an entire community that has 
returned from the dead to eat the living. 

Budget Gross
$27MM (estimated) $87MM (worldwide)

Summary
A process server and his marijuana dealer wind up on the 
run from hitmen and a corrupt police officer after he 
witnesses his dealer's boss murder a competitor while 
trying to serve papers on him. 

Budget Gross
$27MM (estimated) $87MM (worldwide)

Summary
Four weeks after a mysterious, incurable 
virus spreads throughout the UK, a handful 
of survivors try to find sanctuary. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Budget

We are extremely confident in our budget of 
$893,000. It’s high enough to put incredible 
production value into the film while staying low 
enough to project a sizeable profit when selling to 
distributors. 

We are also very excited to share the information that 
not all of the film’s budget will need to be financed. 
There are numerous creative ways of bringing funds 
to the table.



Sales Projection

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Although it is important to understand that these 
numbers are speculative, it is highly 
encouraging that our sales agent was able to 
determine value-projections not based on an 
algorithm or simply guessing but from calling 
numerous territories and getting real quotes for 
Weed vs. Zombies.



INVESTOR RECOUPS 120%
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REVENUE RETURNS

DISTRIBUTION FEES

INVESTOR 
POOL

50%

PRODUCER 
POOL

50%
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Distribution Strategy Distribution is the most important aspect of 
any film. Fortunately, with today’s technology, 
filmmakers can exhaust multiple approaches 
to distribution in order to reach a wider 
audience and gain more profits. It is 
important to note and understand that 
locking in one specific distribution strategy is 
dangerous and not advisable. Distribution 
should remain fluid with a priority list of 
possible outcomes:

● Global Buy-Out
● Netflix, Hulu, YouTube, Amazon, HBO, Showtime, Lionsgate, MGM, etc. full global 

buy-out. 
● DISTRIBUTION SCREENING
● FILM FESTIVAL CIRCUIT
● LIMITED THEATRICAL RELEASE
● NETWORK CONNECTIONS

● Domestic vs. Foreign
● Traditional domestic distributor deal with traditional foreign sales agent 

● EMPHASIS ON VOD, SVOD, DVD/BLU-RAY
● SEPARATE CONTRACTS FOR EVERY FOREIGN TERRITORY

● Hybrid Distribution
● Splitting rights among distribution partners, while retaining the ability to sell DVDs 

and downloads directly from your website.



Contact Info.

Never Lost Productions
3607 Chadwick Ct.
Newbury Park, CA 91320
(310) 924-5106

Samaco Films, LLC
1055 West 7th Street
33rd Floor Penthouse Suite
Los Angeles, Ca. 90017
(213) 232-4962

www.samacofilms.com


